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WINNERS’Circle
Washington, DC Dealer Hits a
Home Run in New Ballpark
If you’re a baseball fan in Washington DC
—and no, that’s not an oxymoron—you’ve
got a brand new stadium to celebrate with
the promise, maybe one of these days, of
a winning team to go with it (For you nonbaseball fans, the Nats aren’t real good
right now).
And if you’re Milton Morris or any of his
own team at Standard Business Furniture,
you’ve got even more cause to celebrate,
after playing a very special role in the new
ballpark’s opening.
Standard supplied furniture for the offices
and lounges throughout the stadium, and
also won the contract for installing all of
the furnishings and fixtures throughout the
stadium.
The installation contract covered over 600
flat-screen TVs throughout the stadium,
furnishing for the suites and boxes,
lounges, restaurants, public areas, press
room, and team rooms—even 3,000 logoemblazoned trash containers. Now, if they
can only install some decent hitting!

Arizona Dealer Wist Office
Products Earns Special Honors
Congratulations go to Tempe, Arizonabased Wist Office Products for being
featured recently in USA Today as one of
the most flexible places to work in the
United States. Earlier this year The Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation named Wist a winner
in workplace flexibility. And if all that
wasn’t enough, in February, Ranking
Arizona magazine announced that Wist
had been voted Number One office dealer
in Arizona.
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Kudos for Kansas City Dealer
from Local Small Business
Magazine
One of the hallmarks of today’s independents is their consistent ability to show
you don’t have to be a huge, mega-player
to come out a winner. Case in point: PJ
Reardon at Express Business Supply in
Shawnee Mission, Kansas.
PJ’s dealership may be small—just himself
and two others on the payroll—but that
doesn’t mean they can’t run big—his
largest customer has literally hundreds of
locations nationwide and Express, working with United Stationers, services all of
them.
Right now, they’ve got a special reason to
celebrate, after beating out over 300 other
nominees to be named one of the top 25
firms with under 25 employees in their market by a local small business magazine.
“Everyone thinks it’s a big box world, but
we show time and time again we can
provide a superior level of service and still
compete effectively,” he says proudly. PJ
is quick to give credit to key business
partners United and TriMega and says his
BritLink web storefront is also a big draw
and a major reason why some 55% of the
dealer’s regular supplies business comes
in online.
Like virtually all dealers we’ve been talking
to, PJ has been seeing signs of a slowdown of late, but his jan-san business has
been growing and despite all the gloom
and doom in the headlines, he’s still
optimistic about the rest of the year.

continued on page 4
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AOL
Shoppers
Slam Big
Box Stores
Office Depot’s recent difficulties with
state contracts, SEC investigators and
disgruntled shareholders may be what’s
getting the headlines these days but big
box problems may go even deeper,
according to an AOL poll that sharp-eyed
reader Don Larson (www.fixmystore.com)
recently told us about.
AOL asked its users to tell them which
stores they would not be surprised to see
shut their doors for good and the results,
based on over 5,000 responses, don’t
look good for the office products megaretailers. Office Depot came in at Number
Five in the Most Likely to Close contest,
with Staples showing up at Number 27.
"Have you been in an Office Depot
lately?” asked one AOL user. “They are
trying to conserve money by not turning
on their lights for the first hour of the day."
And the word on Staples wasn’t any
better. “I was in the Staples in Barrington,
IL, a couple of nights ago and was the
only customer for about 20 minutes.
Employees kept wandering around the
store with nothing to do except hound me
with offers of assistance. I couldn't get
out of there fast enough.”
As we said on this page back in March,
this is an ideal time for independents to
highlight their superior service, high
ethical standards and local community
roots and talk up all the other reasons
why customers can trust you with their
business.
Historically, soft markets have always
offered opportunities for good companies
to gain share. Don’t stop me if you’ve
heard this before: The business is still out
there. Go get it!
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Oklahoma Dealer
Among State’s Thirty
Best Places to Work
For the third year running, Steelcase
dealer Scott Rice has been selected as
one of the thirty best places to work in
Oklahoma by OKCBusiness magazine.
Companies were selected by an independent consulting firm that analyzed data
from the entrants and performed employee surveys to determine which companies had the best HR practices.

Phoenix Dealer
Goodmans Interior Structures
Aims to Make a Difference
It’s no great secret that independents
excel when it comes to community involvement and programs designed to give
back to the places that make their own
success possible.

care of its sick, supports its weak, inspires
its artists, protects its resources and
promotes faith for its citizenry,” says
Adam. And if you can do all that while
helping the sustainability effort by extending the useful life of otherwise unwanted products, you’ve got even more of
a winner!

Whalen’s, New England
Dealership, Marks Fiftieth
Anniversary
Whalen's Stationers & Office Furniture in
Northampton, Massachusetts, has a long
and distinguished history that goes all the
way back to the 1860s, when it operated
mainly as a bookseller. But this year,
reports president Paul Diemand, sees a
special landmark as the dealership celebrates its 50th year of operations under
the Whalen’s name.

Paul and his team are still working on
plans to mark the anniversary but his local
Chamber will be saluting the dealership at
a breakfast this summer and, says Paul,
Whalen’s will host an Anniversary Open
House and Tent Sale in June.
Paul himself starting working at Whalen’s
as a lad back in 1968, cleaning the store
and stocking shelves, and he joined the
company full-time straight from high school.
He and brother Timothy bought the
company from Jack and Libby Whalen in
1984.
Sadly, Timothy passed last November, but
his widow and daughter remain involved in
the business, which today operates out of
a 5,000 sq. ft. office supplies/furniture
showroom just off a local interstate.

continued on page 6

In Phoenix, there’s a particularly innovative
example of giving back currently underway
at Goodmans Interior Structures. It’s called
AIM to Make a Difference and, explains
president Adam Goodman, its goal is to do
just that.
“The program matches surplus office
furniture with non-profit organizations in
need and prevents otherwise unwanted
furniture inventories from ending up in a
land fill,” explains Adam.
The program was introduced last February
and it’s gotten off to a terrific start. So far,
reports Adam, Goodman’s has already
found deserving new homes for over 150
different pieces of furniture worth about
$90,000.
Twelve different non-profits have benefitted, including organizations such as
Recording for the Blind and Dyslexic, a
local seniors center and the Arts and
Business Council of Greater Phoenix.
Goodmans is also gearing up for its first
volunteer install in the community, for the
Phoenix Association of the Deaf.
“As a corporate citizen we have a responsibility to build a community that takes
MARCH 2008

Duluth Dealer Northern Business Products
Hosts Customer Appreciation Show
It was Administrative Professionals Day
last month and in Duluth, Minnesota,
some 500 attendees enjoyed the seventh
annual Customer Appreciation Show
hosted on that day by Northern Business
Products.
The show featured close to 20 vendors
and, reports Northern’s Debbie Ecklund,
there was a strong “green office” theme
from virtually all of them. “We saw a lot of
INDEPENDENT DEALER

interest in environmental products at the
show,” says Debbie. “We introduced our
own green catalog from United Stationers
and handed out plenty of them during the
show.”
Despite all the doom and gloom in the
headlines these days, business has been
good, says Debbie and the dealership is
looking forward to more of the same and
a strong school buying season.
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As with just about everyone these days,
business could be better, Paul says, and
the arrival of a Staples store just five miles
away has made them work harder. But
Paul and his team have several new initiatives under way to counter the increased
competition, including a commercial paper
shredder rental service and more emphasis on custom products and services like
rubber stamps, nameplates, business
cards, forms and checks.
And, he says, the dealership does a nice
business in scratch and dent furniture that
helps keep sales moving in the right
direction.

Knoxville, Tennessee Dealer A&W
Wins Two-Year Contract at Oak
Ridge National Lab
Congratulations to A&W Office Supply,
which earlier this year beat out six other
competing bids to win a contract to provide office supplies and equipment to the
Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The contract provides
for an initial two-year agreement and in-

cludes four two-year options with a total
potential value of as much as $16 million.
“This competitively awarded agreement
supports the initiatives of the Department
of Energy, UT-Battelle and the U. S. Small
Business Administration to provide business opportunities to small businesses,”
said Keith Joy, ORNL’s Small Business
Program manager.

Superior Business Products
Adds New Employee
In Schenectady, New York, Superior Business Products has added Barbara Thompson,
a veteran with over 20 years’ experience
in furniture design and space planning, as
an interior architectural designer.

In Raleigh, NC, Dealer’s Driver
Comes Out a Special Winner
We close this month’s Winner’s Circle with
a story from Raleigh, North Carolina that
shows the kind of spirit that makes the
independent dealer channel a special
place to do business.
Gary Thompson drives a delivery truck for

Kennedy Office Supply in Raleigh and most
days, he’s got his radio tuned to the local
classic rock radio station while out on his
route. Back in February, the station ran a
contest with a pretty attractive grand prize —
a Sony PlayStation, leather seats for an inhome movie theater and a 52-inch high
definition TV.
You guessed it—Gary’s number came up
and he walked away with the whole kit and
caboodle. But it’s what he did with his
prize that makes this story really special.
Gary told the radio station he wanted the TV
and seating to go to nearby Duke Children's
Hospital to help kids with cancer. He’s
keeping the PlayStation, but the rest of the
$5,600 prize went to the hospital, where it’s
being used to help with kids' physical and
occupational therapy sessions.
No doubt, office products has its own fair
share of folks you’d never want to spend
time with in an elevator. But there are also
a lot of very special people who make their
living in this business. Gary Thompson is
one of them and we’re proud to salute his
truly exceptional generosity.

Installation made easy. Anywhere.

The First Network of Independent Installation Companies

Over 250 service providers offering trouble-free ofﬁce furniture
installation services throughout North America.
A network of installation professionals
24/7 access to real-time project status
information
Online Quotes, national capability and
experience

Consistent performance and service excellence
nationwide
A one-stop solution for multi-location projects
Moves, reconﬁgs, panel cleaning and more!

Call 1-888-GO-INSTALL Today or go to www.installnet.com

Kramer Leonard Has It All:
Supplies, Furniture and Equipment—and Customers Love It!
by Jim Rapp

Kramer Leonard will celebrate its 25th
anniversary this year with double-digit
growth and $20 million in sales.
“Our business is booming,” says
Kramer Leonard’s president Greg Fox,
“and we have plans for further expansion over the next few years.”
With all the talk of recession, why is
this dealer so optimistic, and by the
way, where is Chesterton, Indiana?
The 2000 census says Chesterton’s
population is 10,488. Located in the
very northwest corner of Indiana, Chesterton is just 34 miles southeast of
Chicago, a market where KL has
become a major player.
“We see more opportunity now than
ever before,” says Fox. “We’re a onestop shop and our customers see the
value in that. No one knows more about
our customers than we do—their
spending patterns and everything from
how much paper and toner they use,
to what their furniture needs are, to
their equipment uses, and so on. We
connect the dots much more effectively
than any competitor.”
Paul Leonard, Greg Fox’s father-in-law,

I Kramer Leonard
Chesterton, Indiana
Greg Fox, president
I Office supplies, furniture
and equipment
I Founded: 1983
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purchased a small retail stationery store
in Chesterton in 1983. A little later, he
started calling on local businesses,
selling office supplies.
Greg Fox joined the business in 1987,
having been a sales manager for Airborne Express. “Our primary focus then
was office products, with a little drop
and drag furniture on the side,” he
recalls. “As time went on, we pursued
more substantial furniture jobs, and
developed relationships with some
major manufacturers like Herman Miller,
HON, Kimball and National.”
At the same time, KL built its office
machines business and now offers the
Sharp and Okidata lines, as well as a
complete service department.
“How can you be specialists in so
many areas?” I asked.
“There’s a learning curve in all these
areas,” says Fox. “You need the right
people in place and we continually refresh the training for all our employees.
KL is involved with businesses at many
levels, from membership in nearly a
dozen Chambers of Commerce and
promoting Buy Local efforts, to trade

I Employees: 50
I Sales: $20 million
I Partners: TriMega, United Stationers,
Herman Miller, Sharp
I Web: www.kramerleonard.com
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shows and educational offerings.
The dealership recently held a technology show that drew 200+ customers
and prospects. Manufacturers brought
products they were producing years
ago, putting them along-side their latest
offerings. Attendees enjoyed seeing
Liquid Paper, an IBM Selectric typewriter and other products from the past.
K&L seminars are very popular and are
usually booked solid days in advance,
says Fox. Currently the most popular,
“Going Green,” featured a speaker from
United Stationers, with all 75 attendees
receiving United’s latest green catalog.
Fox is also personally active in the community. He ran in the Boston Marathon,
raising nearly $5,000 for the United Way.
In addition, KL sponsors American
Cancer Society “Relay-for-Life” teams.
Recently Kramer Leonard was recognized as the best source for office
supplies, furniture and equipment by a
survey of businesses conducted by
Indiana Business Magazine, the only
dealer ever to win all three categories.
Greg Fox sums it up this way, “We see
more opportunity for the independent
dealer than ever before. We have so
many advantages over the power
channel and really no disadvantages.”

How can you beat that?
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Parron Hall Office Interiors:

A Model of
Consistency
Jim Herr, president of Parron Hall Office
Interiors in San Diego, doesn’t take long to
reflect when asked to identify the reasons
for his company’s success. “Longevity and
consistency,” responds Herr. Longevity and
consistency in staff, clients, and the manufacturers it represents. Makes sense considering the company has been around for
61 years.
Parron Hall has 51 employees with an
average tenure of 11 years. Average tenure
on the sales side is a bit longer—12 years—
and nearly 15 years for employees who
work in its distribution department.
“In terms of tenured sales staff, we bring real
expertise to the table that often puts us at a
competitive advantage,” maintains Herr.
“There’s a complexity to this industry that
everybody on the contract side recognizes
and the way we dealt with that was to
really do all the things necessary to keep
our staff consistent. Our management
team has almost 15 years’ average tenure
and that’s been key as well.”
One reason why people like working for
Parron Hall is the confidence they have in
management. “We have a very elastic cost
structure that means we don’t have to lay
off employees during a downturn,” explains Herr.
MAY 2008

The company smartly handles major
installation projects by outsourcing those
functions as necessary. “Not being in that
cycle of staffing up and laying off, we’re
viewed by our people as a stable place to
work,” says Herr.
A cash-incentive bonus plan rewards employees at the end of the year and the
company contributes to employee’s 401k’s.
In 2006, a peak year for the company,
Parron Hall paid out $270,000 in cash
incentives and 401k contributions.
“When you put up that kind of money,
you’re saying, ‘You’re an important part of
the team and you are what’s made this
great year possible,’” says Herr. “I think that
speaks volumes and gives people loyalty
so that when times aren’t so good, they’re
committed to being part of the team that’s
going to make it a better day.”
Herr has been with the company for the
past 30 years. Although Parron Hall has
some significant tenure in the market, it
wasn’t always the market leader it is today.
What’s changed? To start with, 12 years
ago, the company became a Knoll dealer.
I Management:
Jim Herr, president;
Victoria Needham, vice president
I Office Furniture, Architectural
Products
I Employees: 51
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Thanks to the Knoll line Parron Hall’s
government business is growing like crazy,
Herr reports. This year he expects government accounts to make up 20-25% of
overall business.
Education and healthcare are also two key
verticals and two of the area’s largest
healthcare clients are among Parron Hall’s
five largest clients. Speaking of longevity,
Herr, then in college, was delivering furniture to those very same healthcare clients
more than 30 years ago.
While consistency is the hallmark of
Parron Hall, the ability to evolve with the
industry and the market remains instrumental to its longevity. And after 30 years,
Herr still loves it.
“I just enjoy the strategic and marketing
sides of the company,” says Herr. “From
adding architectural products, to classroom furniture, to becoming a Knoll dealer,
getting into the government market…
doing all those things and seeing them
successful over time has been very satisfying to me, as are all the great people I’ve
worked with for so many years.”
I Revenues: $26.3 million
I In business since: 1947
I Premier Partners: Knoll, Kimball,
National, DIRRT.
I Web: www.parronhall.com
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Check me out at
NeoCon 2008.

My style and
details rock.

If our furniture could talk…
...it would banter about the breadth and depth of Alera styles that range from classic to contemporary and
more. It would boast about the rigorous design standards and quality process required to join the Alera
brand. It would wax poetic about the marketing tools and support behind the Alera name. But mostly it
would divulge how naturally it could ﬁt into your customer’s ofﬁce. And it might talk for a long time.
See Alera at NeoCon, June 9-11, The Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 7th ﬂoor, Booth 7062.

Furniture with character.

More Problems Surface with Office Depot
State Contracts; New Reports of Overcharges,
Pricing Errors in Nebraska and Florida
First there was North Carolina. Then came
Georgia and California. Now it’s time to
add Nebraska and Florida to the list of
states where Office Depot is facing
allegations of overcharging and other irregularities related to its office supply
contracts with government agencies.
In Nebraska, state auditor Mike Foley last
month released findings from an investigation that showed “serious pricing errors
and overcharges” by Office Depot relative
to its $3 million state contract. As a result,
the state’s Department of Administrative
Services has put the entire contract out for
a new bid.
Foley said the investigation reveals
problems with the contract have been a
monthly occurrence from the very first
Office Depot invoice to the present.
“Once they won the contract, they just
started sending invoices and thinking
nobody would check,” Foley said. “Who's
going to keep track of a pair of scissors or
a roll of toilet paper?”
Nebraska state auditors compared the
negotiated contract prices of “core items”
(commonly used items like staples,
binders, and pens), with the actual amount
billed by Office Depot.
Discrepancies were discovered and the
report found that the state was over-charged
on 53 of 152 core items tested, ranging from
minor overcharges of less than 1% to major
overcharges in excess of 400%.
The overcharges result from a variety of
techniques including unauthorized price
increases in violation of the terms of the
state contract and the improper subMAY 2008

If you have good news to share - email it
to Simon@IDealerCentral.com

stitution of higher cost goods from those
specified in the contract.

have been overcharged, according to
WINK News.

The report also reveals the state was
overcharged on 41 of 50 “non-core” (less
frequently ordered) items tested. The
overcharges include $101.06 on a chair
and $45.19 on a computer keyboard.

Office Depot’s problems in Florida come
on the heels of a report last month on its
state contract with California by the San
Jose Mercury News.

Private Investigators
Foley said the University of Nebraska has
hired a private investigative firm to review
its own separate $3.3 million contract with
Office Depot. Foley said, “I would not be
the least bit surprised if the investigators
eventually find problems with that contract
as well.”
In Florida, Ft. Myers-based WINK News
reported last month that several government agencies in Southwest Florida are
now looking into whether they've been
overcharged on their supply contract with
Office Depot.
A WINK News reporter talked with a former
Office Depot account manager who
charged Office Depot failed to give one
local state county the right discounts on a
contract worth more than a half-million
dollars a year.
And, claims the former Office Depot
account manager, he found evidence of
overcharging that went much deeper.
“List pricing on Office Depot brand items
is being artificially inflated so the discount
off list brings higher money to Office
Depot,” he told WINK News.
Several local, county and state agencies in
Florida are currently reviewing past Office
Depot invoices to determine if they too
INDEPENDENT DEALER

An investigative reporter for the newspaper
said she found tens of thousands of dollars
in overcharges and alleged the contract
failed to provide both the cost savings and
increased opportunities for small businesses that were promised when it went into
effect in 2006.
According to the Mercury News report, the
annual cost to the state for its office
supplies has risen 20% under the contract
while the nine small businesses presented
as partners who were going to help Office
Depot cut the state’s costs in half “rarely
play a role” under the contract.
In addition, the Mercury News went onto
the Office Depot retail web site and found
dozens of items, including data storage
tapes, toner cartridges and batteries, that
were either the same price or cheaper than
the special rates stated in the California
contract.
Government purchasing officials in
Nebraska, Florida and California are not
alone. Last year, procurement officials in
North Carolina uncovered major problems
with overcharges and other irregularities in
their state contract and similar problems in
Georgia prompted officials in that state to
suspend their own state contract with
Office Depot earlier this year.
continued on page 13
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HANDS

ON

management
FOR

New Business

development

Most successful dealers know how to create new business
opportunities. However, they’re usually so busy managing today’s
business, that they don’t have the time necessary for a structured
NBD effort. That’s where we come in. With a new and unique
approach and a results-driven new business development program
designed to grow top line dollars.
Managed by Art Williamson, the program is both affordable and
successful because it puts at your disposal your own, dedicated
NBD sales manager to facilitate the process.
Any effective NBD effort is dependent upon the following key elements:
I The individual calling prospects must have the ability to
qualify prospects and secure appointments for sales calls.
If you already have such a person on your staff, we will
work with that individual throughout the entire NBD effort.
In addition to creating a script with specific questions, we
will provide weekly coaching and mentoring sessions to
ensure objectives are met.
I If you don’t have a candidate internally for the telemarketing position, we suggest using a qualified temporary
employee, and we will assist with creating a job description
for the position.
I Successful New Business Development also depends upon
a highly qualified list of potential prospects. In our opinion, lists
obtained from Reich Marketing provide much more reliable
contact information than other sources. Reich Marketing
specializes in our industry and their former/current clients
include HON, Herman Miller, WorkPlace Furnishings, etc.
Our NBD projects typically run 90 days, with an option for an
additional 90 days at a reduced fee. The first couple of weeks are
devoted to refining the prospect list, cross checking against existing
customers, and scripting the questions to qualify prospects and to
secure sales call appointments. The program will start showing
results in the second month.
Ninety days into the project is when the program is building results,
which is why the 90 day continuation option is available to maintain
momentum.
For fees or more information, contact:
I Art Williamson
Office Furniture Strategies, Inc.
804.378.0189
artwilliamson@comcast.net

OFFICE FURNITURE
inc.

Industry News
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ECi Hosts National Users
Conferences, Dealer
Council Meetings
ECi award winners (left to right): Steven Woodall of
Reliant Business Products, Ryan Schmitt of Wheeler’s
Business Products, Stuart Light of Artlite Office Supplies
and Cindy and Kenny Sayes of Sayes Office Supplies.

It’s been a hectic couple of months for ECi
and its dealer customers, as the technology
provider hosted two separate national user
conferences as well as three dealer advisor
meetings.
andria, Louisiana, and Reliant Business
Products, Houston.

NOPA Testifies Before Congress
on Small Business ‘Fronts’

The conference also offered numerous
presentations to help dealers utilize technology, including discussions with successful dealers on their use of ECi software
in their own operations and a session on
Internet marketing through e-mail and
search engines.

National Office Products Alliance president
Chris Bates last month testified before a
House of Representatives subcommittee
on the need for reform to prevent small
business "front" organizations taking government contracts that would otherwise go to
legitimate small businesses.

Attendees at this session also received a
free kit of marketing tools prepared by ECi,
including a DVD dealers can use to present
their ECinteractive-powered web storefront
to customers.

Bates was speaking in support of H.R. bill
1873, legislation he said would lead to
improved measures of what constitutes
small businesses and make contracting
reform a reality.

He suggested viewing the current weak
economy as an incentive to extend their use
of technology, both to preserve profits and
position themselves for growth when
things improve.

Among the software innovations and
enhancements introduced or previewed at
the conference were RouteVision, a new
GPS tracking and vehicle location system,
and the next generation of the Britannia
software. The latter will be released in
phases, with beta testing of the basic
system due to begin by year end.

NOPA said H.R. 1873 addresses many obstacles, such as contract bundling, that
currently limit access by small businesses
to federal government contracts, but the
threat of small business ‘fronts’ has not
been directly addressed.

A highlight of the conference was the launch
of the ECi Growth Empowerment Awards,
recognizing dealers who are already
excelling in technology use.

In March, over 200 contract office furniture
dealers met for TEAM-TALK!, the users
conference for dealers on ECi’s TeamDesign business system software.

Honored as Dealers of the Year were Artlite
Office Supplies, Atlanta (in the “In Business
for More than Five Years” category), and
Wheeler’s Business Products, Huron,
South Dakota (“In Business for Less than
Five Years” category).

In addition to software training, TEAMTALK! offered presentations from industry
consultants and other furniture dealer partner organizations. Attendees also received
a preview of the next release of the TeamDesign software.

The winners were selected from more than
40 dealers nominated by industry wholesalers and buying groups.

As with the Empowerment 2008 event, ECi
hosted a meeting of the Dealer Advisory
Council for TeamDesign in conjunction with
the conference.

Last month saw ECi’s Empowerment 2008
event, the company’s 16th national conference for users of its DDMS business system.
This year, the event was expanded to
include the company’s Britannia software
and offered dealers using both systems
the opportunity to learn new ways to run
their own dealerships more efficiently and
productively.
Meetings of ECi’s dealer advisory councils
for DDMS and Britannia were held in
conjunction with the conference.
ECi chief operating officer Ron Books encouraged the some 400 dealer owners,
managers and IT professionals in attendance to “take advantage of what’s
available to strengthen your business.”

Winners of the “Embracing Technology
Award” were Sayes Office Supplies, AlexMAY 2008

NOPA said the committee should continue
to investigate this practice and draft legislation, with NOPA’s help, to stop what it
called an "unethical and damaging practice."

TriMega Hosts Twelfth Annual
One-On-One Meeting
Business owners from more than 40 of
TriMega Purchasing Association’s largest
dealerships and national representatives of
35+ industry suppliers met recently in
Puerto Rico for the organization’s 12th Annual One-on-One Meeting.
The event featured a series of individual
business development meetings and comcontinued on page 14
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prehensive business reviews between
participating dealers and manufacturers.
Also at the meeting, TriMega recognized
Energizer as the winner of its “Dealer’s
Choice” Award, for 2007. Energizer was
recognized by TriMega members for providing outstanding support during 2007 in
the areas of competitive pricing, support
for bids, service levels, strong customer
service, effective local representation, and
creative marketing support.
In addition, the group presented several
special dealer awards for outstanding support and growth in purchases of TriMega
supplier products during the past year.
Awards went to A-Z Office Resource Inc.,
Columbia, Tennessee; Preferred Office
Products, Dallas and Southwest School &
Office Supply, Ontario, California, for
greatest percentage growth, while AAA
Business Supplies, San Francisco; Riverside Office Supply, Riverside, California,
and Warehouse Direct, Mt. Prospect,
Illinois, were recognized for the greatest
dollar growth.

is.group Announces New
E-Marketing Tool, Adds SP
Richards’ Enhanced Content
to Online Ordering System
The is.group dealer co-op has announced
EasyFlip software, a new e-marketing tool
for its members.
is.group said the EasyFlip software provides a dealer’s customer the ability to
browse, search and enlarge products in an
electronic flyer via an online, easy-to-use
interface.
EasyFlip links directly through to a dealer’s
is.D-Force or is.D-Force2 online ordering
platform, so that the customer, with one
click, will be able to place product in the
flyer immediately into their shopping cart,
ordering directly from the flyer.
A customer can also order product from
multiple EasyFlip flyers at the same time,
while building the same order. In addition,
customers will also have the option to
email their order to the dealer by using the
EasyFlip shopping list feature.
Separately, is.group announced the inte-

gration of S.P. Richards’ new Enhanced EContent with its is.D-Force and is.D-Force2
web storefront products.
is.group dealers who rely on the is.D-Force
products for online sales can now take advantage of the Enhanced E-Content to deliver a
significantly improved purchasing experience
for their customers, the organization said.

DealerChoice Adds New
Functionality, Heads to NeoCon
Contract furniture dealer technology provider DealerChoice has announced the addition of new functionality to its system which
it said it will be demonstrating at the upcoming NeoCon World’s Trade Fair in Chicago.
New features include unlimited faxing at no
additional cost, automated tax calculations, electronic ordering capabilities with
manufacturers and the ability to import
historical information from customers’ existing software applications. At NeoCon,
DealerChoice will be located on the 7th
Floor of the Merchandise Mart in Booth 7-8119.
continued on page 15

Is your furniture program
missing something?
What about a more comprehensive portfolio?
From classic to contemporary, traditional to
institutional, Direct Access has solutions for all your
furniture needs. We’ve assembled an offering of
thousands of popular quick ship items from 20 industry
leading manufacturers, all delivered in one shipment.
With a robust marketing package to help you
sell more and make more, this might just be the
competitive advantage you’ve been looking for.
See us at NeoCon 7th floor Booth 7062.

Competitive Advantage Furnished and Delivered
For more information about how Direct Access can improve
your bottom line, contact United Stationers at 800-733-4000.

Industry News
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Kitchen Retires as CEO of
Chordus, OF-USA Parent

been with the company since 1996, and
was named president in 2000.

Gary Kitchen, chief executive officer of
Chordus, parent company of Office Furniture USA, retired effective April 30.

Kitchen remains a shareholder in Chordus,
and will maintain his seat on the board of
directors. He plans to stay active in the
industry.

Since Kitchen was named president in 1993,
Office Furniture USA has grown from nine to
more than 160 franchises/selling locations
across the U.S. The marketing and logistics
company began as a regional entity based
in the Southeast; now it boasts a nationwide
network served by five distribution centers
in Alabama, Texas, Indiana, Pennsylvania,
and California. Kitchen was named CEO of
Chordus in 2000.
“The time is right for me to retire,” said
Kitchen. “I’ve been a part of this company
for 15 years, overseeing its expansion from
nine locations to a national presence and
a force to be reckoned with in the office
furniture industry. It’s time to let others run
the ship.”
Dennis Arnold, president of Office Furniture
USA and chief operating officer of Chordus,
will take over the CEO duties. Arnold has

“For the past couple of years, I’ve been
looking forward to doing consulting work
and mentoring other companies in our
industry,” he said. “Retiring now will give
me the opportunity to do that.”

ActionEmco Announces
Southeast Sales Division
Wholesaler ActionEmco has announced
the creation of a sales division to service
the southeastern United States. The move
follows the acquisition by S. P. Richards of
regional wholesaler O Henry, which had
been a member with ActionEmco of the
Advantage Marketing Wholesalers group.
Karl Collins has been promoted to regional
sales manager for ActionEmco’s new Southeast territory, which comprises Maryland,

Delaware, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Eastern Tennessee and Eastern
West Virginia. Collins, who has over 13 years
of industry experience, will report directly to
Fred Jackson, vice president of sales.
Collins’ sales team includes Claudia Miller
and Curt Williams, who have a combined
60 years’ experience between them in
servicing the independent dealer community in the Southeast. Both are former O
Henry employees.
“We are very excited to announce this new
sales division,” said Jackson. “This trio is a
natural fit into our Southeast service expansion and I am confident the independent dealers of the region will enjoy
working with them.”

New VP of Sales at
S. P. Richards
Wholesaler S. P. Richards has announced
the promotion of Kimberly Gray to vice
president, sales. In her new role, Gray will
continued on page 16
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be managing relationships with a number of S. P. Richards’
national accounts. She will continue to report to Don Mikolasy,
senior vice president of sales.

Minato succeeds Jack Hirose, who will supervise all of the
company’s overseas operations as director of Shachihata Inc.
Japan.

Since joining S. P. Richards two years ago, Gray has held the
position of Director of Sales. Prior to SPR, Kimberly spent six years
with Avery Dennison, most recently as national account manager
for their wholesale team. She began her career with the KimberlyClark Technical Paper Division.

Minato, who has been the company’s general manager for nine
years, began his Shachihata career as an overseas product
planning manager in Japan, over 25 years ago. He will continue to
act as general manager while taking on the role of president and
CEO.

Safco Acquires Patrician Furniture

Mike Wilbur, vice president of sales and marketing, has joined
Jack Hirose, Terry Minato, and chief operating officer and chief
financial officer Bob Ally as a member of the Shachihata Board of
Directors.

Safco Products Company recently announced the acquisition of
Patrician Furniture, a manufacturer of furniture for the corporate,
hospitality, healthcare and government markets.
Safco said Patrician will operate under the overall company
umbrella but remain its own brand and will continue to develop in
its own market space. Commented Safco VP and general
manager Dan Zdon, “Patrician is our first initiative into high-end
furnishings and the healthcare market. We are excited to welcome
them to the Safco family and recognize the value of the company’s
independent attributes.”

Smead Receives Sustainable Forestry Initiative
Certification
Filing products manufacturer Smead has been certified as a
member of the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) ‘Certified
Sourcing’ Program. The SFI Program provides rigorous environmental standards and performance measures that integrate
protection of the environment with the perpetual, sustainable
growing and harvesting of trees.
Smead said it is the only manufacturer of filing products to have
received this certification, which guarantees that the paper used
to make Smead products comes from forests that are grown and
harvested in an environmentally sustainable manner.
“Our customers increasingly value environmental stewardship and
sustainability,” said Sharon Avent, Smead president and CEO. “We
take great care to implement practices and procedures that are right
for the environment and right for our customers.”
Smead said 77% of office workers responding to a recent national
survey it commissioned said buying paper office products made
from trees grown and harvested in a sustainable manner was
important to them, reflecting growing consumer demand for
“green” products.

Promotions at Xstamper
Stock and custom stamp manufacturer Shachihata (Xstamper)
recently announced the promotion of Terry Minato to the president
and chief executive officer of Shachihata U.S.A.
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C-Line Launches Pink Ribbon Name Badge and
Sheet Protector Supporting National Breast
Cancer Foundation
To mark the 50th anniversary of C-Line's "HELLO my name is"
name badge, the company is offering a new Pink Ribbon Hello
Badge. In conjunction with the launch of the new badge, C-Line
has become a sponsor of the National
Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc.
(NBCF). Each badge features a
pink ribbon to promote breast
cancer aware-ness. C-Line is also
offering a new Pink Ribbon Sheet
Protector featuring a pink
reinforcing strip and ribbon.

High Point Furniture Names
New Director of Marketing
High Point Furniture Industries has appointed W.T. (Tom) Carrigan as its new
director of marketing. An industry veteran
whose previous marketing experience
includes Bevis Furniture, Hunt Manufacturing and E.S. Robbins Corporation,
Carrigan will lead High Point Furniture
industries’ strategic marketing and brand
Tom Carrigan
direction, reporting to Mike Wissman, vice
president of sales and marketing.
Carrigan will be responsible for all company communications,
publicity, electronic and printed literature, website development
and trade show management. He will also be responsible for
developing marketing opportunities as well as forging and
maintaining alliances within the contract furniture industry and
beyond.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Support the City of Hope
Piano Foundation
Each year, the National Office Products Council of the
City of Hope organizes a special visit to the facility’s
campus, so that industry members can see first hand
the work of the doctors and researchers at the center
and the City of Hope’s unique approach to the prevention, treatment and cure of cancer and other lifethreatening diseases.
Among first-time participants at this year’s tour were
Paul Ventimiglia and Martin Clemente of XStamper, and
says Paul, it was, for him, a life changing experience.
“During our tour,” he reports, “we heard of the
unbelievable commitment from doctors, researchers,
and other personnel on the City of Hope campus, who
stressed the importance of not only healing the body
and mind but also the spirit. The healing of body, mind,
and soul involves not only the harsh reality of
chemotherapy, radiation, and bone marrow transplants, but also art and music therapy.”
To support the City of Hope’s efforts in music therapy,
Paul and Martin are soliciting funds to purchase a piano
for the children and adults who come to the City of
Hope for treatment, to be located in the Sheri and Les
Biller Patient and Family Resource Center (See
www.cityofhope.org/BillerCenter/home.htm for more
details on this facility).
Paul and Martin have set an initial goal of $20,000 for
this effort, which they hope to raise by the end of
August. “I realize all of us are asked for our financial
support,” says Paul. “However, this campaign is personal for all of us and will provide healing mental
therapy to all patients who come to the City of Hope.
Their mental and soulful well being is essential for their
physical healing.”

Please join us and help heal the mind and
soul of the many patients in need.
Send your donations to:

Any dollar amount is welcome and all checks should
be made out to Paul J. Ventimiglia with a notation at
the bottom of your check indicating “City of Hope
piano fund”.
“When we receive the necessary amount of $20,000,”
Paul adds, “Martin and I will order the piano and have
it sent directly to the City of Hope in Duarte, California.
We will be sure to update everyone on our progress in
reaching our goal.”

c/o Paul J. Ventimiglia
557 Saddle Lane
Grosse Pointe Woods, Michigan 48236

Cover Story:

Working with

A&D
Community

THE

IT TAKES

2

As Marvin Gaye and Kim Weston sang back in 1967, it sometimes really does
take two—office furniture dealers and the architectural and design
community—working together for a successful office design and furniture
installation. The challenge, though, from an office furniture dealer
perspective, is finding a suitable partner.

Networking and Partnering
Since it opened for business in 2001, Office Images,
a full-service contract furniture dealer based in
Rockville, Maryland, has seen some tremendous
growth, thanks in large part to its partnerships
with A&D firms. About 45% of its business is
government installations and the remaining 55
percent is commercial.

Cover photo of Siena Series seating
courtesy of Lesro Industries (www.lesro.com)

Deb Horrworth, one of the principals of Office
Images, credits business partner Ric
Hammett for building the company’s A&D
network. Hammett spent a lot of time during
Office Images’ formative years networking with
top management at local office design firms,
primarily targeting organizations with 15-25
continued on page 19
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role as director of business development.
In each of those roles she has worked
closely with the A&D community.
When it comes to business development, Pivot—like Office Images—
prefers to start at the top.
“It’s much easier to get in on the
principal level at an A&D firm and establish credibility because you’re actually
bringing them information or potential
work on new projects,” says Fischer.
She often networks with real estate
developers, brokers, and contractors,
which allows her to get a heads up on
potential projects which she shares with
her A&D partners.
While establishing credibility is one of
Fischer’s keys to success when working
with the A&D community, she says it’s
also important to deal with people who
you want to do business with.

designers that he felt were “up and
coming.”
“That allowed us to establish a reputation and some footing with several
small strong ones rather than spreading
ourselves out too thinly,” says
Horrworth. “Starting out with the owner
is key because we hear straight from
him how they want things to work.”
By implementing this strategy, Office
Images learned very quickly how a
particular firm operates. Conversely, it
allowed prospective A&D partners to
learn how Office Images works.
Thanks to this approach, Office Images
now has a handful of firms that have
grown along with them. One of its primary A&D partners had only 15 people
when it first began working with the
dealership. It now employs 50.
Targeting smaller boutique architectural
and design firms was a smart strategy
because Office Images would have
found it difficult forging a relationship

with larger A&D firms in the beginning.
“We never would have tackled a Gensler
at that point, but we are doing business
with them now,” reports Horrworth.
One issue that can be make or break
with larger A&D firms is the lines an
office furniture dealer represents. Office
Images represents Allsteel, Gunlocke,
HON, and Paoli. Horrworth contends
that some of the higher end design firms
prefer to work with furniture dealers who
carry lines such as Herman Miller, Knoll,
and Haworth.

She has 10 key principals who she
works closely with, many of whom are
now close friends. Other design firms
she works involve more of a purely
business relationships, but they’re still
critical to Pivot’s success. All have been
helpful in identifying the individuals
responsible for purchasing furniture in
the firms that they deal with and passing
that information along to Pivot.
“This way you’re not spinning your wheels,”
says Fischer. “It’s a lot more targeted.”
Steve Essig, owner of American Interiors
with locations in Cleveland, Detroit,
Lansing, and Toledo, is no stranger to
the A&D community. His company
works with a wide variety of firms in
each of the markets it serves.

“We struggled with that originally,” she
admits. “Now that Allsteel is the up-andcoming product line it’s more appealing
to design firms, so we’re riding the
Allsteel wave.”

“In all of our markets A&D is very important for us,” says Essig. “The products that we represent—Knoll and
Kimball--line up well with the A&D
community.”

In San Jose, California, Amy Fischer has
worked for Pivot Interiors for the past 13
years. During her tenure, she’s done
everything from manage the design
department and oversee the architectural products division, to her current

“We work hard to establish relationships
with architects and designers,” adds
Essig. “They’re ongoing calls for us. We
try to educate them because they want
to be educated not only on products,
continued on page 20
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but they’re also looking for knowledge
about industry trends, whether it’s sustainability or changing workplace
environments. We try not just to call on
them, we try to educate them and be a
resource and a value to them.”
The A&D firms that American Interiors
works with tend to choose them
because of the product lines they carry
and the relationships they’ve built with
them. “It’s a partnership versus a vendor
relationship,” notes Essig.

Keys to Success
While Fischer is often responsible for
establishing the first contact with A&D
folks, it’s important that Pivot’s sales
people have relationships with them as
well because they’re the ones who interact
more closely with them when a project
gets rolling.
In any successful business, maintaining
frequent contact with customers is critical.
The same philosophy applies to the relationship between office furniture dealers
and their A&D partners.
Each month Pivot delivers fresh-baked
cinnamon bread to its key A&D partners.
“The sole purpose of doing this is so they

get to see a face every month,” explains
Fischer. “We’ll have different sales people
in our organization trade off and bring
bread to those firms. It’s a reason to visit if
you don’t have any other reason.”
This has gone over well, Fischer reports.
“If we don’t come for a month, they call
and wonder where we are,” she says.
“What’s nice about this is when we come
in to do a presentation, it’s, ‘You’re the
person who brings cinnamon bread,’ and
all of a sudden you’ve got a huge group
coming in.”
For Lora Anderson, director of marketing
and business development for Reel
Grobman, a San Jose, California-based
architectural and design firm, the two most
important factors in a successful relationship with a furniture dealer are service
and accountability.
“There has to be zero fault tolerance,” she
says. “Everything has to be executed at
100%. The time, the service, and accurate
information are all really key.”
No one size fits all when it comes to
successfully working with the A&D
community.
“It’s an ongoing, moving target that’s ever
changing and every firm works differently,”
says Horrworth.

“You have to continually be able to
differentiate yourself from your competitors,” maintains American Interiors’ Essig.
“You have to educate them about your
products so that we’re not always dealing in
a bid situation but a specifying situation.”

The Challenges
When you blend two separate organizations together on a project, there are
bound to be issues.
“Their expertise is as designers and they
may not know a lot about office furniture,”
opines Horrworth. “They’ll do block plans
and have an idea of what goes in and what
needs to be done, but when it really
comes to the meat and potatoes of office
furniture, we have to train them and hope
they give us enough leeway to push them
in the right direction.”
Horrworth concedes that it can sometimes
be two separate mindsets working on
these projects. Not that that’s a bad thing,
but it’s the nature of the beast.
“Sometimes they want things to go a certain way, and the furniture doesn’t really fit
well,” she says. “You don’t want to correct
them. They’re designers and you’re there
continued on page 21
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to assist them, but you’re trying to gently
lead them towards something that would
work better and not leave them with egg
on their face.”
For Reel Grobman’s Anderson, the biggest
challenge is communication. “It has to be
fluid and fluid within the dealership with
their team.”

Sometimes it’s
smooth sailing.
“The easiest road for us is when the
design firm says, here’s the customer, just
go work with them,” notes Horrworth.
“Then you have a one-on-one relationship
[with the client]. “We can suggest things,
put them in the direction we think is best,
and keep them within their budget.”
For some office furniture dealers the most
challenging situation is when the designer
wants to run things and everything goes
through them and then to the client.
“Any time you add extra levels, there’s the
potential for miscommunication,” says
Horrworth. “The designer is promising one
thing, and we’re saying, ‘You can’t
promise that because we can’t promise it
to you.’
“When the design firm wants to play the
pivotal role and have everything run
through them, sometimes that’s the most
challenging because you just have more
cooks in the kitchen. You find promises are
made you can’t keep, and things are
ordered that don’t really work.”
Like Horrworth, Fischer also encounters
unusual furniture and design requests.
“Some of the signature firms never want to
pick a product out of the catalog or they
want to tweak it,” she notes. “That’s the
beauty of working with Herman Miller.
They’re very good at adjusting products
and working with clients to end up with the
right solution even if it’s custom.”
Another issue that presents the occasional
challenge is when designers pick unusual
fabrics or furniture lines. “For designers,
it’s a statement. They think it’s really cool,”
says Horrworth. “They expect us to work
INDEPENDENT DEALER

with that and there are time constraints.
They’re big-picture people and creative
people, and we’re the workhorses in the
background trying to make their picture
come to life and on time.”
BOS (Business Office Solutions) in
Chicago works frequently with outside
designers. The company has an inside
design team that functions primarily as
support to the professional architectural
and design community. Partnering with the
A&D community has always been important to BOS.
“They really are critical partners for us,”
says Glenn Basgall, BOS president. “The
key is to partner with them and provide
them with the tools and resources they
need to create the space for their client.
We’re basically reinforcing their design
intent.”
Although issues come up, Horrworth
emphasizes that the A&D firms Office
Images has forged relationships with enjoy
working with them. It helps that the two
Office Images people who work the most
closely with design firms understand the
language. One was trained as a designer
and then went into sales.
“She speaks the language, walks the walk,
and is very efficient,” says Horrworth. “The
other has been in the industry a long time
and used to make office furniture. He’s
very flexible, he’s a very detail oriented
person and really cares about how
projects turn out.”
Horrworth adds that a successful relationship comes down to personalities and
processes. “There’s nothing worse than
when they bring you in on a project, the
furniture shows up late and punch takes
four months to finalize,” says Horrworth.
“Designers want to align themselves with
dealers who know the industry well, get
the furniture there on time, and who will
punch it out and get it done in an efficient
manner. That’s what we designed our
dealership around and it’s worked.”
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If you’re looking to take the pulse of the office furniture industry in
these uncertain times, you’ll have an ideal opportunity next month in
Chicago at the 2008 NeoCon World’s Trade Fair.
This year’s event runs June 9-11,
and more than 1,200 companies will
be on display before an anticipated
turnout of some 50,000 attendees.
There’s a special dimension to the show
this year, as NeoCon marks its fortieth
anniversary as the industry’s biggest get
together this side of the Atlantic. Here’s a
brief overview of the dealer side of this
year’s NeoCon program.
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NeoCon Preview: education
Dealer Education
Monday, June 9
11 a.m.–Noon:
Best Practices for a High-Performance
Dealer Design Department

1–2 p.m.:
Growing Your Business
to the Next Level

SPEAKERS:
Barry Coyle, principal, Solomon Coyle,
Ojai, Calif.
David Solomon, principal, Solomon
Coyle, Alexandria, Va

SPEAKER:

2:30–3:30 p.m.:
High-Performance Growth Leadership
SPEAKER:

Nancy Wilber, partner, Growth Strategy
Partners, Chatham, Mass.

Hal Matthews, founder and president,
3C Business Development, Dallas,
Texas

This program will disclose research into
the seven keys to growing your business
and provide you with a self-diagnostic
tool to help you assess where to focus
your improvement efforts. Participants
will walk away with ideas to help grow
their sales and profit.

Great leaders realize that in order to grow
and sustain profitable growth, they must
lead a sales and marketing championship
effort that is second to none. Learn what
skills, disciplines and tools are required
to lead an organization to true peak
performance.

11 a.m.–Noon:
Structure Your Dealership for
Architectural Interior Project Success

1–2 p.m.:
How to Help the Client
and Increase Sales

4–5 p.m.:
Winning Business Strategies
for Dealers in the 21st Century

SPEAKERS:

SPEAKER:

Barry Coyle, principal, Solomon Coyle,
Ojai, Calif.
David Solomon, principal, Solomon
Coyle, Alexandria, Va.

Marilynn Deane Mendell, president,
WinSpin CIC, Inc., Fredericksburg, Va.

SPEAKER:
Johanna Hoffmann, managing partner,
Oomph Group, Inc., Toronto, Ontario
Celese Fletcher, partner, Oomph Group,
Inc., Toronto, Ontario

Take your design department to the next
level as we share best practices and processes from top performing dealers.
Learn key standards for hiring and training great designers, ensuring accurate
design specifications, managing errors
and more. Take away dozens of great
ideas for developing forms, policies and
procedures.
Tuesday, June 10

Architectural interior products, such as
modular walls and floors, represent an
exciting growth opportunity. Learn the
important differences between architectural interiors and traditional contract
furniture projects; and how to organize
your sales, design and operations teams
to manage these complex projects; and
how to best structure your dealership.

This session will provide inspiring and
useful opportunities to implement and gain
quality face time with key clients. You will
gain tips on creative collateral materials
that help ingratiate firms with clients and
you will learn how to coordinate a focused "help" campaign to increase client
appreciation and sales.

Designed for furniture dealers, this seminar discusses major industry trends and
provides strategies and tips for improving
market positioning, capitalizing on strengths
and devising creative solutions for improving client service and communications.

2008 OFDA Dealers’ Choice Awards
Also of note, the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance (OFDA) will announce its 2008 Dealers’ Choice Award winners, highlighting
industry manufacturers voted on by dealers in the association’s annual Dealer Manufacturer Satisfaction Index Survey.

For more information or to register:
www.neocon.com
MAY 2008
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Vendor Update:

basyx is On the Move

®

NeoCon , the biggest office furniture tradeshow of the year, is coming up, and one brand is literally on the move. basyx™,
the entry-level price point brand from The HON Company, will unveil its new showroom on the 3rd floor, space 123 in
Chicago’s Merchandise Mart.
“We are so excited about the new showroom in Chicago,” says Don Lampe, vice president of basyx. “It’s a wonderful
space that will highlight the quality product line that the basyx brand has to offer.”
Previously, basyx had occupied a temporary space on the 7th floor, and due to their unique yellow color, they always
stood out.
Angelique Jones of basyx marketing says, “The 7th floor was great for basyx, but we are looking forward to having a
year-round presence at the Mart. The new space is right off the elevators, so we’re still easy to find.”
Featured in the new basyx showroom will be some exciting new product introductions, including a Leather Wood
executive chair with contemporary styling, a height- and width-adjustable table base added to their multi-purpose
table line, and two occasional tables featuring hollow-core technology. “The hollow-core makes them incredibly
lightweight but durable at the same time,” says Jones.
Also displayed in the showroom are the popular mesh back chairs, the
VL701 and VL712, and a variety of other chairs, veneer and laminate
casegoods, as well as training and lounge furniture.

Look for basyx at
www.basyx.com,
in space 3-123 at the
Merchandise Mart,
and at 257 Park
Avenue South, 14th
floor in New York City.

“The basyx brand offers a complete line of furniture for every office need,” says Lampe. “Our price point and our fiveyear Limited Warranty make basyx a very attractive choice for any business.”
The basyx brand began as a line extension of The HON Company, then re-branded as basyx in 2004. Since their
inception, they have experienced tremendous growth. “Our sales are outpacing industry growth because we listen to
small business owners who tell us they want professional, quality office furniture that they can afford, but they don’t
have time for hassles,” says Lampe. “Our tag line is ‘Simple Clear Easy’, and everything from our marketing to our
product line to our buying experience supports that.”

MAY 2008
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NeoCon Preview: new products

While it’s the big
contract
manufacturers that
typically grab the
headlines at
NeoCon, there’s
plenty of outstanding
design and
innovation to be
found in the
unaligned office
furniture world. Here
are just a few of the
new items that will be
on display next
month at the
Merchandise Mart.

The counter height Sassy Stool
from Safco will charm and challenge your workspace standards. With stylized perforations, the elevated sassy seat and back flex to
move with you, while the curving contours cradle
the body’s natural shape. Choose from multiple
upholstery and plastic colors. Also from
Safco, the Sassy Extended Height Chair
features a 30’’ extendable height and a
choice of four plastic colors and multiple
fabrics for flare.
Features: swivel tilt mechanism,
tension knob, tilt lock, and
adjustable foot ring.

Safco NeoCon Showroom:
3rd Floor, Suite 331

Sassy Extended Height
4182EHAL

Sassy Stool
4187UCWA

The HON Company introduces its new Flagship Series Side-Access
Pedestal. Allowing users to keep frequently accessed items
nearby, yet out of sight, the
configurable pedestal provides customized storage
with a variety of options
and accessories, including
a piling tray, file bin, fullsize shelf and pencil bin.

HON NeoCon
Showroom:
11th Floor,
Suite 1130
Side Access Pedestal
1153-1026-1003
MAY 2008
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NeoCon Preview: new products
Citi Tablet from Global is a new addition to the Citi series of
lounge seating, coffee tables and end tables. Ideal for
waiting rooms and lobbies, wifi seating areas and
presentation environments, citi tablet provides a
moveable right or left handed work surface to support
laptop use and note taking. A range of powder coated
epoxy finishes and laminates are available.

Global NeoCon Showroom:
10th Floor, Suite 1035
Citi Tablet

VERA by SPACE, an Office Star products brand, features a new air-thru material, VeraFlex,
stretched within the back frame for dynamic comfort and upholstered over a foam seat
cushion. Ergonomic design plus 2-to-1 synchrotilt mechanism and new width- and
height-adjustable arms. Choose from five VeraFlex colors: Latte, Kiwi, Blue Mist,
Shadow and Charcoal.

Office Star NeoCon Showroom:
8th Floor, Booth 1042
13-V77N1WA

The new Lecture Station by Balt, brand division
of Moore Co, Inc. is crafted in Balt’s signature
natural cherry high pressure laminate and matte
black powder coat finish. Standard features
include 3" non marring swivel casters (2- locking),
built in wire management conduits in the desk top
and lectern body, desk draw with silent glide draw
suspension system and more.

Lecture Station

Balt NeoCon Showroom:
8th Floor, Booth 8-1130
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NeoCon Preview: new products

VariTask LT from the Mayline Group
provides all the ergonomic benefits of sitto-stand adjustability that can be easily
integrated into any systems workstation,
whether it’s a new installation or retrofitting a current system.

VariTask LT

Also new from Mayline is Sorrento. The line
offers hand-crafted veneer inlays surrounding
birdseye maple with a traditional hardwood
edge.

Mayline NeoCon Showroom:
11th Floor, Suite 1147

Sorrento

Inline Systems will debut its new multi-line
catalog. This all-products-in-one pricer/spec
guide features expanded offerings in all top
selling lines. Also new: a full range of gallery
desks.

Inline Systems NeoCon Showroom:
8th Floor, Booth 4106
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As someone who’s worked in the sales game for
longer than I care to admit, I have seen some strange
decisions made by buyers.
I don’t know how many times I have heard from sales
people over the years that they had the deal in the
bag—we were less money, had better references, were
more responsive, etc.—only to hear back that we had
not won the business.

Predictably
Irrational:
The Hidden
Forces That
Shape Our Decisions
By Dan Ariely
by Al Lynden, Chuckals, Inc.

Why did the customer do that when every measurable
indicator said we were sure to win? Or why is it that when
we show our customers that if they purchase a recycled
cartridge over a brand name, we will a) sell it to them for
a lot less money (Cost Savings), b) guarantee to replace
any machine damaged by the cartridge (No Risk) c) help
them do the right thing by recycling (Feel Good), yet we
still hear a No more often than a Yes?
This book helps answer some of those questions and
shows how irrationality often impacts situations where logic
tells us to expect rational thought. The author is a behavioral
economist at MIT, but there’s nothing academic about his
book. It’s an entertaining read with some great insights into
why people do what they do, and when they do, how
predictable their actions can become.

K. Coaching, LLC has all the tools and
resources you need to compete with
the power channel!
Here are what people are saying about K. Coaching LLC:

“We have worked with Krista Moore and K.Coaching, LLC over
the past year and our revenue is up 22%!”
“We have worked with Krista Moore and K Coaching, LLC over
the past three years and our sales revenue has had double digit
growth in each of the those years!
I Consulting
I Coaching Programs
I Training
Call today for information about
our Spring and Summer Sessions
919-554-4505 • www.KCoaching.com

Management
By Krista Moore

Krista Moore is President of
K Coaching, LLC an executive
coaching and consulting practice
that has helped literally hundreds
of independent dealers maximize
their full potential through
enhancing their management
systems, sales training, and
leadership development. For more
information, visit the K Coaching
web sites at www.kcoaching.com,
for coaching and consulting
programs and www.opwebinar.com
for the latest online training courses.

Leadership

I am often asked what makes
the difference between a
successful, growing dealership
and one that is stagnant, tired
and slow to change. Does the
difference lie in their investment
in technology, their people,
marketing, their great service?
These are all likely contributors,
but I can sum up the principal
source of the difference in one
word: leadership.
I see a lack of leadership in many independents.
This is not a criticism, but an observation. Often
the leader, by title or name (not necessarily
actions), tends to wear many hats and may not
have the time or resources to focus on his or her
own personal development.
The leader may never have worked anywhere else,

and has only limited exposure to what a truly
effective leadership style looks like. The leader
tends to work long hard hours, directly in the
business, doing his or her best to grow and hoping
others will follow and mimic those actions.
Over the next few months, I will be writing about
management and leadership, and the ways that
you can develop these skills to be more effective.
The first hurdle involves gaining a clear understanding of the difference between management
and leadership, identifying the skills you naturally
possess, assessing your comfort zones, and
targeting the areas you may need to improve to
be a more effective leader and manager.
Keep in mind, leadership is not a position but an
evolving set of actions. Just because you have
the title—business owner, president or CEO—
doesn’t make you a leader. I like what Peter F.
Drucker says to draw the comparison:
“Management is doing things right; leadership is
doing the right things.”
I believe that everyone benefits from the practice
of reviewing the fundamentals of management vs.
continued on page 32
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Management vs. Leadership

continued from page 31

leadership. A great description of the
difference is, managers manage “things,”
and leaders lead “people.” Many of you
might be thinking, “I do both.” If you
manage people and processes, you are a
manager and a leader and have a very
important job!

and leadership. Management is more about
planning, organizing, staffing, directing,
and measuring. Those tasks might involve
creating internal systems and processes,
written plans, quota setting, measuring
and monitoring performance, giving feedback, and holding people accountable.

The next step is to do some self-reflection
on the differences between management

Leadership, on the other hand, is the
ability to translate vision into reality. The

leader must be a guide, a person who
leads others along the way. In business, a
leader guides through honesty, thinking
strategically, and communicating effectively. A leader is inspiring, motivating, yet
empathic, humble, and caring.
To begin our series on management and
leadership, please rank yourself in these
areas.

Management vs. Leadership

Do You Possess Management Skills and Do You Demonstrate Leadership Within Your Sphere of Influence?
Rank yourself on a scale of one to five (with one being low) on each of the following descriptors.
MANAGEMENT
1
2
3

4

5

LEADERSHIP
1
2

3

4

5

Day-to Day Focus . . . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Being Future-Oriented . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Establishing a Plan. . . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Establishing a Vision . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Problem Solving. . . . . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Employing Strategic Thinking . ____

____

____

____

____

Organizing the Details . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Seeing the Big Picture . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Staffing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Team Building . . . . . . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Communicating Plans . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Communicating the Vision . ____

____

____

____

____

Monitoring & Reinforcing . . ____

____

____

____

____

Inspiring and Energizing. . . ____

____

____

____

____

Implementing Plans . . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Removing Barriers . . . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Managing Change . . . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Being a Change Agent . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Delegating . . . . . . . . . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Coaching/Supporting . . . . . ____

____

____

____

____

Score: _______ Total Points
Out of 50 Possible Points

Score: _______ Total Points
Out of 50 Possible Points

Use your score to continue and build on your strengths. Identify opportunities to work on any “gaps.”
Ask yourself these two questions:
In what areas do I need the most work?

In what areas can I contribute the most to others?

Your role as a manager and your position as a leader are critical to the overall success of your organization.
Please take it seriously, by taking the action and time to focus on yourself and your systems. I look forward to
working with you on this over the next few months.

Your management and leadership style could make or break your success in business!
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by Tom Buxton

Yes, I was one of “those nut cases” that used to fly hang gliders.
I place an emphasis on the “used to” because I gave it up
less than a year after I said my wedding vows.
If you must ask why, it was because my new
bride—we have now been married for almost
26 years—summarized her thoughts on my
hobby quite succinctly!
She said, “That sport may be the single most
selfish endeavor I have ever seen. Please do
me and the world a favor; if you crash, please
die so that we don’t have to take care of you
forever.” (She remembers this conversation
somewhat differently.)

Tom Buxton is founder and CEO
of InterBiz Group, a consulting
firm that works with independent
office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability,
For more information, visit
www.interbizgroup.com.

I realized she just might be right and since I
knew I loved her more than any sport, I quit the
next day.
Wonderful memories like those I have just
shared about the end of my hang gliding career
are not usually the stuff of “pithy” columns, but
hopefully this one can still be salvaged.

Before my flying career came to such an abrupt
end, hang gliding taught me a few valuable
lessons, one of which is extremely applicable
to the state of your office products business in
May 2008.
One of the most important things I learned
while flying gliders all over Europe and the
United States was the concept that what you
focus on will determine where you end up.
A number of times I had the opportunity to fly
above the Neuschwanstein Castle in Germany.
(Walt Disney modeled his castles at the Disney
properties on this unbelievably beautiful palace
in Southern Bavaria).
There was, however, just one problem with
attempting to fly above the castle. Every pilot
had to take a gondola to the top of the mouncontinued on page 34
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Flying Gliders...

continued from page 33

tain above the castle and run off a ramp
that was only a few feet wide and stood
less than 100 feet from the tram station.
The wind had to be blowing back into the
sail, the pilot had to be fastened onto the
glider, and above all, the pilot could not
look down or sideways.
If the pilot lost his or her nerve and looked
somewhere else other than towards the
horizon, they usually crashed. I saw a few
crashes during the year that I flew my
glider off that ramp, but luckily I never
came close to calamity myself.
Why was I so lucky, while others were hurt
and sometimes even killed by looking the
wrong way?
I avoided disaster because my first instructor instilled in me the discipline of
looking at the horizon. He made all of his
students run down small hills with rocks
and other impediments, while keeping
their eyes looking straight ahead and
slightly up.
We learned our peripheral vision could
adequately protect us from our current
circumstances so that we could concentrate on the horizon ahead.
Where are you looking? Too many dealers
are looking at the “rocks” below their feet
like our recession (There may be a slight
downturn, but sometimes I wonder if we
talked ourselves into it.).
Another impediment we need to step over
is the ridiculously high gas prices that we
all have to pay nowadays.

Choose to look at the horizon. Don’t focus
on the issues that challenge every business in this country.
If you look up, let me tell you about some
of the things you will see. First, keeping
your focus on the horizon (the possibilities)
will enable you to see that three of your
four biggest competitors are in unbelievable turmoil.
Office Depot’s travails have been welldocumented, but what about OfficeMax
and Corporate Express? How would you
like having retail stores that are considered
Number 3 of 3?
How well could you grow your business if
you fired at least one third of your sales
force in late 2007?
What would your growth prospects look
like if the last two respected managers
from the former Boise Cascade had just
left your company in frustration? That is
OfficeMax.
Corporate Express says publicly that it
does not want to be bought, but they have
no magic bullet to grow sales and margin
in the double-digit range.
The last chance they had to differentiate
themselves from the competition was lost
two years ago when they moved away
from localized customer service to the
“Customer Experience Center” in Aurora,
Colorado.
That transition ended up costing the CEO
of North America and the CEO of the entire
company their jobs. They claim they are
not interested in Staples’ bid, but if
Staples pulls its offer, the stock will crater!
Do you think that the folks at CE are
focused on the horizon?
Current big box turmoil means the
opportunities to grow your business
today are the best they have been in
the past fifteen years. So, if you are
looking at the horizon you will invest
in the future, not just focus on
cutting costs.

Start a daily regimen of cold calling on
accounts that haven’t bought from you for
a while. Motivate your current reps to cold
call more and hire new reps that are willing
to cold call. Yes, I know it is hard to find
good reps, but are you always interviewing?

Problems with focus
Your sales folks have their own problems
with focus and are often too busy
analyzing “the rocks” to see the
possibilities that are out there. Also, they
quite often think winning new accounts
just can’t be done.
If this is really a problem area, invest some
money in sales training or appointment
setting but don’t just sit back and whine
about how bad everything is.
Let me tell you one last story about the
current abundance of opportunities for the
independent channel.
When my father died and I took over his
small ($5K per month) office supply business in 1989, Office Depot, Office Warehouse, and BizMart had all just come to
town. There were approximately 35
independent dealers in Denver in 1989 but
by the next year, there were fewer than 10.
Our company could buy copy paper from
Stationers (before the merger with United
Stationers) for approximately $25.49 per
carton. Office Depot was selling it for
$19.99 and continued that practice for the
next three years.
We not only survived, but actually grew
because we were too dumb to know that
we couldn’t compete. I am sure many of
you have similar stories about those times,
and I can tell you without any hesitation
that the current situation with all of its
challenges is a much better one in which
to grow your business.

Look at the horizon.
You might just see your
company rising!

Dealers ask me all the time how to
grow their business. The answer
is simple but difficult.
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Does Size
Matter
IN THE

Supplies Game?
by Paul A. Miller

In the office supply industry there are really two ways federal
government agencies buy office supplies: either from the big box
channel or from small businesses.
One group is made up of a handful of companies with a nationwide
presence and $2 billion or more in annual revenues, while the other
consists of literally thousands of companies with deep roots in their
local communities and revenues that range from $1 million to as high
as $75 million.

Paul Miller is a founding
partner in Miller/Wenhold
Capitol Strategies, LLC,
providers of direct and
grassroots lobbying,
legislative and regulatory
tracking, advocacy planning
and implementation and
related services. Before
setting up Miller/Wenhold,
Miller served as government
affairs director for the
National Office Products
Alliance and the Office
Furniture Dealers Alliance
(NOPA/OFDA). In addition to
his lobbying and regulatory
monitoring activities, Paul
also provides consulting
services to businesses on
selling to the federal, state
and local government
markets. For more
information, visit
www.mwcapitol.com.

In my opinion, even a dealership at the top end of that range—$75 million
a year—should be considered small in comparison to its national
competitors. But what does the government think?
The Small Business Administration is preparing to launch an effort aimed
at answering that question as part of a comprehensive review of size
standards for all small businesses.
This effort will begin as early as June and will last for roughly 24 months.
SBA plans to review industries by NAICS Codes and based on the
comments they receive from these industries, they will make a determination whether the current size standards meet the requirements of
today’s business environment.
Some in the small business community will be shooting for smaller size
standards— between 50 and 100 employees. They will say any company
with a larger payroll should not be considered a small business.
continued on page 36
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For the office products industry, this approach simply makes no
sense. A one-size-fits-all strategy cannot and will not work. This is
why I appreciate the efforts SBA is making to reach out to specific
industries to better understand them and who they represent.
Independent dealers already face too many hurdles when it comes
to competing for government business with the big boxes. The
rules are already stacked against them and imposing a smaller
size standard on the industry will make it almost impossible for
independents to grow their presence in the federal market.
This is why the industry has been working to educate the SBA on the
industry and the need to push for a new size standard for your NAICS
Code that is based on the number of employees in a company versus
the current dollar limit of $6.5 million in annual revenues.
A $6.5 million threshold does not allow growing and thriving
independents an opportunity to gain access to much needed
capital from the SBA. Exceed that threshold and you become
ineligible. That’s why SBA should change the rules and standards
to say that as long as you employ 500 or fewer employees you are
considered a small business.
Changing our industry’s size standard would help the government
take one more step to leveling the playing field. It certainly won’t
cure all the problems, but it will bring us closer to a solution that
finally ensures small businesses in the office products industry
get a fair shot.
Some will argue that since independents are already competing
against the big boxes and winning business in the government
marketplace, there’s no real need to change the size standard.
Wrong. Just because there are some success stories for
independents out there, that doesn’t mean the government
MAY 2008

should do all it can to make it harder for small businesses in any
industry to compete and succeed.
We should not forget that the small business community plays an
important role in our economy. Politicians constantly tell us that
small businesses are the backbone of America and the engine
that really drives our economy. If this is the case, then they should
be afforded the same opportunities to compete as the big boxes.
It’s that simple.
Let’s not allow a one-size-fits-all approach to decrease the small
business size standard for independent office products dealers.
It would put us on a path that ultimately would end up doing far
more harm than good to this industry and others.
Independent office products dealers are growing in the government market today. Let’s not cut them off at the knees in favor of a
misguided and ill-informed size standard that would force them to
be considered “other than small” by the SBA and put them on the
same level as the billion-dollar companies they compete against.
Make no mistake. A lot more is at issue here than just some vague
semantic question for government bureaucrats. How the SBA
ends up defining what makes a small business for the office
products channel will play a critical role in shaping independents’
future prospects in a market that has been kept at arm’s length
from them for far too long.
When the SBA effort gets underway in earnest, they will be asking
industry members to submit comments as to why or why not a
change should be made. When that request for comment goes
out, we will need a concerted effort to make the case for change
as a way to combat the small business prejudice that has hindered
and hurt independents in the marketplace for far too long.
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By Mark Slatin

If you’ve ever sold in a city, you know the challenge of simple things like parking.
If you no longer pay your share of parking tickets or scramble to find ATM’s for
“cash-only” lots, you’ve graduated to “insider” status, to become a true “Indiana
Jones” of the concrete jungle.
Mark Slatin spent the last 13 of
his 25 years in sales and sales
management career with Boise
Cascade/OfficeMax where his
sales organization grew from
$28 million to $50 million in just
three years. He developed Trust
Centered Selling, a sales
training program that blends a
sales process with the
fundamental ingredient for loyal,
long-term relationshipstrust. Mark also serves as an
Adjunct Professor at Loyola
College in Maryland teaching
sales management and
strategies to MBA students
and is a contributing editor to S.
P. Richards’ OnPoint Magazine.
He can be reached at 301-7178959 or on-line at
www.truecolorsconsulting.com.

Insiders learn to scout their territory; they
know when parking meters open and close,
which garages take credit cards, and which
buildings have unlocked restroom doors.
And if you've ascended to insider status, you
yearn to hear the magic words, "Do you need
a validation sticker?" "Oh, do you guys have
validations?" you say, with the kind of
anxious hope one would experience from
unwrapping the golden ticket in a Wonka Bar.
Why? That little adhesive-backed stamp
equates to at least twenty bucks of parking
garage ransom. Once you’re validated, your
sticker acts like a sort of “all day pass,”
allowing you to hunt anywhere in the nearby
jungle before returning to your validated lot.

Etched into your memory are the names and
faces of any validator in your jungle.
As you exit the garage, you gladly hand over
the ticket with anticipation of watching the
$20 fee come up and the word “PAID”
illuminate from the L.E.D. readout as the
gate rises to let you through. Ah, yes…the
rewards of validation.
Validation stickers for parking garages are a
rare commodity. Validation in the world of
sales and customer service is, unfortunately,
on the endangered species list. Sometimes
those of us on the selling side can't understand why we didn’t connect with a buyer.
We can't figure out what went wrong.
continued on page 38
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Validate me

continued from page 37

To appreciate validation is to experience its absence.
Consider your reaction to the following two responses after
eight months of incorrect billing:

“I see a ticket’s already in. It looks like they are
working on it. Is there anything else I can help you
with?”

VERSUS:

Can you feel the difference? How do your emotions evolve
when you sense the person on the other side understands
you? As sellers, we can either blow air into the balloon until
it’s about to burst or deflate the balloon allowing the pressure
to escape. It’s such a simple concept, yet so often bypassed.
In my Trust Centered Selling sales training course, participants
act out a role play that gives the seller a “a pleasant surprise”
if they acknowledge the buyer’s feelings. It’s amazing how
many sellers get right down in the trenches, roll up their
sleeves and defend their position. In turn, the buyers get their
backs up and win/lose negotiations ensue.

“I see. Looking at your account I can see you’ve
called in several times about this. Please accept
my apologies for still needing to deal with this
issue. This isn’t how we intend to treat our
customers and it must be frustrating.

People just want to feel validated.

Let me see if I can get an answer as to why this
keeps recurring so we can finally get to the bottom
of this and you won’t have to spend your time
following up on the same issue. Will that be OK?”
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So, if you ever wonder why the
appointment went south or the customer
didn’t return your calls, ask yourself if you
have validated them.
For goodness sakes,
give away your stickers!
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South Dakota Dealer Turns Global
THE

Entrepreneur

OtherSide
of

Maury Vockrodt
Maury knows office products. The
business he and Judy bought back
then, Office Systems, Inc. (OSI),
has a long and distinguished history of service that dates back to
1959. Under Maury’s leadership,
it has enjoyed steady growth,
driven by a business philosophy
that puts the personal dimension
front and center.
The dealership’s slogan says it
well:

“Our People
...the Measurable
Difference.”
Maury and his team base
their ability to stand out
from the competition on
the expertise, experience,
and commitment to customer service of the entire
staff.
When Maury Vockrodt and his wife Judy
bought an office products dealership in
Watertown, South Dakota, in 1988, they
could never in their wildest dreams have
thought that twenty years later, they’d find
themselves walking the dusty streets of
Bangladesh on a mission to help a group
of Bangladeshi ladies market their fledgling greeting cards business in the United
States.
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The dealership positions itself very much
as a one-stop solutions provider, and while
office supplies account for about 50% of
total sales, OSI also has healthy office
furniture and machines operations.
The dealership’s new venture into the
greeting cards business began back in
2006, Maury says. “One of our friends is a
missionary in Bangladesh and while she
was back here on a visit, she asked if we
could put together a catalog for a
INDEPENDENT DEALER

company over there that was making
greeting cards,” he recalls.
Judy and son Joel, OSI’s VP, went to work.
After sending the new card catalog out to
some friends and businesses, orders
started to come in and before they knew
it, the Vockrodts had a brand new business on their hands!
The greeting cards are hand-made in
Bangladesh from wheat straw and handmade papers. In a country where more
than 80% of the population makes less
than $2 a day, any kind of economic
activity is a blessing and, says Maury, the
new business has made a real difference
in the lives of the ladies who work at the
card company.
Last December, Maury and Judy saw for
themselves just how much of a difference,
when they spent almost the entire month
in Bangladesh, visiting their new business
partners and learning about a culture that’s
about as far from South Dakota as it gets.
“We’re certainly not going to get rich selling
greetings card,” says Maury with a smile.
“But we’re part of an effort that will make
an amazing difference in the lives of people
who have so much less than we have and
that’s more than enough reward.”
If you’re looking for a new line of greeting
cards yourself, feel free to drop Maury an
e-mail (maury.vockrodt@osioc.net). He’s
got just what you need!
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The
LASTword
What Dealers Need When Times are Tight
By Carlene Wilson
Vice President, Sales/Marketing
BKM Total Office of Texas
Next month, members of the
office furniture industry will
once again make their pilgrimage to Chicago for the annual
NeoCon World’s Trade Fair.
We’ll be meeting at a time of
growing economic uncertainty
that is sure to impact future
sales trends. The industry’s
major manufacturers seem to
be bracing for challenging
times ahead and the current
gloom and doom in the headlines—whether real or trumped
up—has certainly affected customer confidence and buying
decisions.
If we are indeed facing a prolonged downturn, it’s more important than ever for the various
players in the contract furniture
channel to work closely together. Unfortunately, the way
we are doing things now leaves
much to be desired.
During the boom times (and
even the relatively good times),
waste and inefficiencies are
virtually ignored…and that is
human nature. Manufacturers
and dealers have the luxury of
volume to insulate the relationship. When the market
stalls however, any lack of
synergy becomes painfully
obvious.
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Do manufacturers have a clear understanding of what their dealers need? Do they know how to maximize
their own effectiveness as a supplier and support their distribution partners in the marketplace? Here are
some key elements that can really make a difference:
Knowledgeable representatives. We’re not looking for a glad hand or a golf game. We need
professionals who understand products and applications and who are able to give convincing
presentations alongside dealer salespeople.
Consistent availability. Dealers need both quantity and quality when it comes to representation. Your
weekly presence in our dealerships inspires mutual confidence and mindshare.
Proactive customer service personnel. Nothing takes the place of responsiveness coupled with real
empowerment. The ability to quickly resolve issues with us is paramount because it enables us to be
responsive to the customer.
A well designed manufacturer web site. This is your virtual business card. It must be easy to navigate
and provide necessary information about you and your products. Recognize that dealers often access
these sites after hours, so simplicity is key.
Specification assistance when necessary. The industry is increasingly complex. Help us to help our
customers with accurate proposals.
Attractive marketing materials. Most people need visual persuasion. This is a fashion industry. Present
a clear, compelling value proposition if you expect us to promote your products effectively.
A comprehensive demo program/loaner program. Our local sales and marketing efforts are
predicated upon an increasingly high stakes game of show and tell. If we can’t show, we can’t tell.
Showroom samples. We love to support manufacturers by displaying new products. It keeps our
showroom fresh and our reps excited. Please help us with competitive discounts and you will be
rewarded ten-fold.
Warranties covering both product and dealer labor. Dealer labor is what keeps our engine going. And
“fuel” is getting expensive. Labor is the driving force behind maintaining our service level and a product’s reputation in the marketplace. We don’t consider warranties a profit center. Just cover our real costs.
Products that are designed to meet the needs of emerging markets. Healthcare, higher education,
and hospitality are hot now. Give us products and information that specifically address vertical markets.
A supplier who is willing to partner. A successful contract furniture dealer can never stand still. We
are always looking to drive new business. As a supplier, can we work together on creative, targeted
marketing strategies to secure competitive accounts? We are not your adversary…we are on the same
side of the desk.
A supplier who brings new opportunities to the dealer. Sales opportunities are always welcome, but
not to the exclusion of everything else. Consider all the levels by which you can raise our awareness.
Let us participate in the arena of ideas. Give us the chance to implement and even experiment as it
relates to customers, trends and small business efficiencies.
Communication is a two way street. We realize we don’t do everything right on any given business
day. We have human resource problems, vendor relations issues, local competition and financial
considerations to balance. The lines of communication must be kept open between us to reinforce
mutual understanding. We may not always agree, but we can be reasonable.
What’s so new about these tips? Nothing. Returning to basic blocking and tackling is neither complicated
nor original. Unfortunately, so few people actually do it and that means those who do are special.
As the economy turns, we all pay an increasingly steep price when these elements are missing. Dealers
don’t need fancy parties, commemorative plaques or new mission statements. We do need real, timely,
consistent support—the kind you would give any customer. That’s something to think about while waiting
for the elevators at the Mart next month.
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